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"Data Dating", the expo that
rede nes love in the age of the
internet
The exhibition focuses on love relationships in the age of smartphones
and social networks.
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From May 18 to July 7, 2018, Galerie Charlot located in the 3rd arrondissement of Paris,
hosts the exhibition "Data Dating".
Through installations, videos and photos by international artists, the exhibition "Data
Dating" invites the visitor to explore what love is in the age of the internet. With
smartphones, dating sites and dating apps, dating, the ways to

irt, meet and

communicate have completely changed. The exhibition aims to question and stimulate
debate about these new means of communication that interfere with our emotions and
feelings.
This group exhibition

ts perfectly in the Charlot Gallery, whose artistic choice

resonates with the "Data Dating" project. Indeed, the gallery opened since 2010 "develops
a re ection on the relationship between art, technology and science", as it describes on
its site (https://www.galeriecharlot.com/fr/about) .
For

more

information

on

the

exhibition,

it's

there

(https://www.facebook.com/events/139802320068529/) .
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